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“Reliant Life Shares seeks to be the 
preeminent provider of life settlement 
products through a client-centered 
structure of the asset and a fully 
compliant approach to all regulatory 
requirements. Working with properly 
authorized advisors, Reliant Life Shares 
ensures that its products are attractive 
for long-term portfolios of Qualified 

California Investors.”   

Reliant Life Shares, LLC
15260 Ventura Boulevard

Suite 1420
Sherman Oaks, CA  91403
Telephone (818) 788-1904
Facsimile (818) 788-1911

www.ReliantLifeShares.com
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RELIANT LIFE SHARES™

Bringing Institutional Profitability 
to Individual Investors
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

For many years institutional investors such as Warren Buffett’s Berkshire Hathaway, BlackRock Group, 
Credit Suisse, Apollo Capital, and Deutsche Bank have been quietly profiting from an innovative and 
proven asset class known as Life Settlements. For nearly two decades Life Settlements have been “Wall 
Street’s Best Kept Secret.” 

A life Settlement is the sale of an existing life insurance policy by a senior, typically 75 years or older, 
who no longer wants, needs or can afford their life insurance policy. A Life Settlement transaction 
provides policy owners an alternative to lapsing or surrendering their insurance policy and can provide 
a cash settlement which is significantly higher than the cash surrender value offered by the insurance 
carrier.

What Institutional Investors have known for decades is that Life Settlements, as an investment, provide 
diversification, predictable cash flows, and the potential for steady annualized returns of 10% or more 
per year. Another compelling factor is that Life Settlements are completely Non-Correlated: they are 
unaffected by the volatility typically found in other asset classes like stocks, bonds, and real estate, nor 
are they affected by political events or even changes in interest rates.

The reason large Institutional Investors have dominated the Life Settlement Market for decades is 
primarily due to the large amount of funds which are necessary to acquire a portfolio of Life Insurance 
policies. Reliant Life Shares was formed to provide investors access to our unique brand of life 
settlement investments. When California enacted legislation which paves the way for individual investors 
to take advantage of the same asset class which institutions have been enjoying for years, Reliant 
developed the Life Shares™ product. We have invested the capital necessary to acquire the inventory, 
and offer Qualified Investors the opportunity to invest in fractional portions of each policy. 

At Reliant we bring Institutional Profitability to the Individual Investor.

Your Reliant Life Shares sales advisor can demonstrate how a Life Shares™ investment can help you 
achieve your long-term investment goals.

A TRULY UNIQUE 
ALTERNATIVE ASSET.

Information in this brochure is intended solely for Qualified California Investors who possess the resources, financial 
aptitude, and experience in making investments into illiquid, complex products. Reliant Life Shares does not give any 
investment, financial or tax advice. Investors must consult their own legal, financial and tax advisors in determining the 
appropriateness of a Life Shares™ investment for their long-term investment goals.  

Reliant Life Shares, LLC
15260 Ventura Boulevard 

Suite 1420, 
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
Phone: (818) 788 1904

Fax: (818) 788 1911
www.ReliantLifeShares.com

Reliant Life Shares and the term Life Shares™ are trademarks of Reliant Life Shares, LLC.
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RELIANT LIFE SHARES:  
Providing investors access  

to life settlement investments
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Life settlements can play an  
important part in building a  
diversified, long-term portfolio for:

 + Retirement wealth
 + Estate planning
 + Charitable giving

Reliant Life Shares provides a better 
framework in which to invest into  
life settlements through our  
Life Shares™ product:
+ All assets held in Trust
+ Third Party Trust Administration 
+ Multiple life expectancy estimates
+ Returns are conservatively projected
+ A portfolio approach to life settlements 

Life Shares
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Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes of the 
U.S. Supreme Court wrote in 1911 
that a life insurance policy has the 

characteristics of property which can be 
sold by the owner without hindrance (see 
Grigsby v. Russell). A “life settlement” is 
a U.S. life insurance policy that is sold 
by its original owner into a competitive 
secondary market.

The seller of a policy is typically a senior 
over the age of 70 who no longer needs 
the policy or no longer wishes to pay the 
ongoing premiums. Various academic 
studies show that a seller can often 
realize as much as three to five times the 
policy’s “cash surrender value”, which 
the life insurance carrier who issued 
the policy will pay, but many owners 
are simply not aware of this option.  In 
most cases the seller is tremendously 
grateful for the opportunity to turn a 
cash obligation into a cash windfall. With 
life settlements, a future death benefit 
becomes an immediate life benefit for 
the policy seller and creates a compelling 
opportunity for investors.

Reliant Life Shares purchases life 

LIFE SETTLEMENTS AS AN ASSET CLASS 

settlement policies that meet our 
rigorous underwriting guidelines: either 
universal life1 or convertible term life2 
policies that have been in force for at 
least two years on someone typically over 
70 years of age and often over 80 years, 
with all documentation in place to meet 
our rigorous underwriting requirements. 
Reliant believes the best approach to 
life settlement investing is through a 
laddered portfolio of policy investments 
over a wide range of life expectancies 
with varying medical impairments. 

Reliant Life Shares offers Qualified 
California Investors the opportunity 
to purchase fractional interests in life 
settlements through its Life Shares™ 
product. Every life settlement policy 
is issued by a U.S. insurance company 
rated “investment grade” by either A.M. 
Best, the leading ratings agency in the 
insurance sector, or Standard & Poor’s. 
The insured’s medical records are further 
scrutinized by nationally-recognized 
independent firms that provide 
professional life expectancy estimates on 
the insured individual.

Like a zero-coupon bond, a life 
settlement is purchased at an attractive 
discount with a fixed pay-out amount 
upon the policy’s maturity. However, 
that maturity date is not fixed. To keep 
the policy in force, the premiums on the 
policy must be made for its duration.

As with other deeply discounted assets, 
reinvestment of maturity proceeds builds 
a substantial capital base in a relatively 
short timeframe. A client can best achieve 
this growth through a highly-diversified 
portfolio of fractional positions in life 
settlements.

1Universal life insurance policies are written to 
cover the entire life of the insured; they provide 
premium flexibility, and any excess premium 
contribution is held in a cash reserve that can 
be used to cover future obligations. Occasionally, 
other policies such as whole life or variable 
universal life, may be suitable for life settlements.

2Convertible term policies are written to provide 
coverage for a set term; only those with suitable 
conversion terms into universal life policies are 
appropriate for life settlements.
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LIFE SHARES™ BRAND 
FRACTIONAL LIFE SETTLEMENTS
Reliant Life Shares provides access to 
life settlement investments for Qualified 
California Investors. To accomplish this 
Reliant purchases entire life settlement 
policies and places each policy into a 
trust overseen by a third party trustee. 
Reliant then offers qualified investors the 
opportunity to acquire fractional interests 
in one or more of the policies which we 
hold in our inventory.  All Life Settlement 
policies purchased must pass a rigorous 
underwriting process and have multiple 
life expectancy estimates3, which are 
used to determine the premium escrow 
period for that policy, commonly referred 
to as the “Premium Escrowed Through”, 
or PET date. 

In order to protect the client further, 
Reliant utilizes the services of an 
outside actuarial firm who specializes 
in analyzing and forecasting premium 
streams to determine the necessary 

amount needed to fund the premium 
reserve for each policy. This conservative 
approach helps provide predictability 
of future premium obligations. In the 
event that the policies premium reserve 
period passes and the insured is still 
alive, it is the client’s responsibility to 
meet all premium obligations for their 
share of the policy until it matures. This 
is known as a premium call. Reliant 
provides ongoing client support from 
initial investment all the way to the 
disbursement of maturity proceeds.

The total cost for a fractional interest 
in a policy is comprised of the pro 
rata policy purchase price, premium 
escrow amount, and any related fees 
and costs. For transparency, all relevant 
life expectancy estimates are disclosed 
(redacted as required) at the time of 
purchase.

A Third Party Trustee is appointed to 
oversee all monetary activities, from 
the initial investment, payment of all 
premiums and upon a policy’s maturity 
the Trustee distributes the net proceeds 
directly to investors.

Life settlements are a unique asset that 
can improve the diversification in an 
Investment Portfolio. The Life Shares™ 
branded product is structured to provide 
maximum client protection and Reliant is 
committed to providing a comprehensive 
solution that stands out from the 
competition.

3A life expectancy estimate for a life settlement 
policy is a statistical estimate of the average 
term that a population group (in which the 
insured falls) will live. This estimate is made by 
established, independent professional firms that 
advise many different types of clients. Each firm 
has its own estimation methodologies, analysis 
parameters and processes for determining a 
projected lifespan, resulting sometimes in widely 
varying estimates. 

Life Shares™ life settlements:
•  Highest quality policies: rigourous policy underwriting
•  Trust structure: investor protection
•  Portfolio approach: capital growth
•  Full disclosure: transparency
•  Premium management: predictably
•  Asset management: online client oversight
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Life settlements can add valuable 
benefits to a long-term 
investment portfolio. Because they 

are unique from any other asset class, 
they provide increased diversification 

and a reduction of overall portfolio risk 
through their non-correlated returns.

The long-term returns of life settlements 
can help mitigate the volatility of other 
asset classes, which are often impacted 

by financial, political and social issues 
worldwide. If carefully constructed, a 
Life Shares™ life settlement portfolio can 
provide the foundation for long-term 
capital growth.

LIFE SETTLEMENTS AS PART OF  
A LONG-TERM INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO

Years to
Annual

Maturity

Amount
Invested

Amount
Returned

Annual
Return

Premium
Refund/Call

Total Amount 
Returned

Total  
Annual Return

1 $50,000 $100,000 100% $12,000 $112,000 124%
2 $50,000 $100,000 50% $10,000 $110,000 60%
3 $50,000 $100,000 33% $8,000 $108,000 39%

4 $50,000 $100,000 25% $6,000 $106,000 28%
5 $50,000 $100,000 20% $4,000 $104,000 22%
6 $50,000 $100,000 16% $2,000 $102,000 18%
7 $50,000 $100,000 14% $0 $100,000 14%

8 $50,000 $100,000 12% $-2,000 $98,000 12%
9 $50,000 $100,000 11% $-2,000 $96,000 10%

TO TRUST

POLICY

PREMIUM
RESERVE
ACCOUNT

ISSUE DB
TO INVESTOR

INVESTOR

INSURANCE
COMPANY

1. Invest using IRA 
or cash funds

2. Funds are deposited
with UMB Trust

3. Investor directs UMB Trust to 
invest their money into the 

desired policy for the investment

4B. The predetermined amount 
of the invested money is 
transferred into the premium 
reserve account for the 
investor’s portion of premiums

4A. UMB Trust issues a 
Designation of Benefit Certificate
identifying the investor’s interest 

in the policy

6. The Insurance Company pays 
the claim to the Trust

8. Investor receives funds from
UMB Trust and has an

option to reinvest 

7. UMB Trust pays the investor their 
pro-rata share of the proceeds plus any 
unused premium funds left in the 
investor’s premium account

5. Upon the passing of the insured 
UMB Trust will file a claim with
the life insurance carrier

7. UMB Trust pays the

UMB
TRUST

5. Upon the passiing of the insured

INSURED
PASSES

$ $
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THE LIFE SHARES™ 
LIFE SETTLEMENT PORTFOLIO PROGRAM

Most investment experts advise that the best way 
to build attractive, consistent returns with life 
settlements is to hold a diverse selection of policies. 

Reliant provides an efficient way to do this through its Life 
Shares™ Program, where clients can invest into fractional 
interests in a variety of life settlement policies. Like any savings 
program, the key to success is long-term capital growth, which 
a Life Shares™ life settlement portfolio uniquely facilitates.

Building a portfolio of Life Shares™ life settlements, where each 
life settlement policy has different characteristics, enhances 
the potential overall outcome. Life Settlements with shorter 
life expectancies can provide cash flow to the portfolio which 
can help cover future potential premium calls, while policies 
with longer life expectancy estimates can provide higher 
overall returns and they have more chance of an early maturity. 
Reliant’s Portfolio Program suggests holdings in three main life 
expectancy ranges: less than 48 months; between 48 and 72 
months; and over 72 months.

The history of actual maturities for life settlement policies 
shows that, like a bell curve, approximately half of all policies 
mature before the estimated life expectancy date, and half after. 
This outcome is an indication of the quality of estimates used. 
It also further supports the investment strategy of a diversified 
portfolio of fractional interests in life settlements. 

Path 1:
under 48 months
Life Expectancy

Path 2:
48-72 months
Life Expectancy

Path 3:
over 72 months
Life Expectancy

Initial Portfolio:  

monthsm nt s
ctancyan y

onthst
ctancyan y

monthso t s
ctancyan y

1st Generation 2nd Generation 3rd Generation

Diversification.  
The Reliant Life 
Shares™ Portfolio 
Program achieves 
three levels of asset 
diversification:

•  Life settlements as  
an asset class  
– reduced risk

•  Across multiple life 
expectancy ranges 
– various return 
outcomes

•  Various policies 
within each range 
– different insured 
characteristics and 
medical histories.

Building a portfolio of Life Shares™ life settlements
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BENEFITS OF 
LIFE SETTLEMENT INVESTMENTS
Various academic studies of the life settlement industry show 
that annualized returns of a portfolio of policies held to maturity 
have in some cases exceeded 12%. Many notable investors have 
publicly acclaimed the value of adding life settlements to their 
overall investment holdings. 

Life Shares™ investments provide 
specific portfolio attributes, 
primarily: 

1. Non-correlated returns
Life settlements have almost no 
correlation with any other asset class 
such as stocks, bonds, commodities 
or real estate; nor are they affected 
by politics, natural disasters, financial 
crises, or uncertainties that affect other 
investments.

•  Reduced volatility: by adding 
Life Shares™ life settlements to an 
investment portfolio, the volatility is 
reduced because the return of a life 
settlement is solely affected by factors 
completely unrelated to other assets.

2. Passive, protected capital 
accumulation
Unlike managing other real assets, such 
as rental properties, our Life Shares™ are 
easily maintained until maturity. The 
policies are issued by investment grade 
carriers which are highly regulated by 
each state in which they operate.  

•  Relative security: provided all 
premiums are paid a life settlement 
policy will mature at a fixed face value 
regardless of external circumstances, 
and the death benefit is the senior-
most liability for any carrier.

3. Exceptional return potential
Various academic, government and 
industry studies show annual average 
returns of a well-diversified holding 
can exceed 12% if held to maturity.  
Holding a portfolio of Life Shares™ 
life settlements with varying policy 
and insured characteristics increases 
the probability that it will produce 
predictable returns. Reinvestment of 
maturity proceeds is easy and adds 
diversity of policy exposures, further 
enhancing the likelihood of an attractive 
return stream

•  Portfolio diversification: life 
settlements help balance a 
portfolio’s return profile under a 
variety of scenarios. 
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BUILDING 
RETIREMENT WEALTH
Life settlements provide 
non-correlated returns 

delivered by investment-grade 
insurance carriers, and help 
provide long term capital 

appreciation with 
confidence.

PLANNING 
AN ESTATE

As part of an investment 
portfolio, life settlements can 
be used for intergenerational 
wealth planning due to the 
passive nature of the asset’s 

longer-term maturity 
horizons.

FUNDING 
CHARITABLE GIVING
Making a donation of 

Life Shares™ investments can 
provide substantial gains as maturities 

occur; the giver can structure the 
donation to continue for any period 

of time through controlled 
re-investment of 

the proceeds.  

Reliant Life
Shares products
may be excellent

assets for:

Purchasers of  
Life Settlement Products
The unique combination of attractive, non-correlated return potential and 
increased portfolio diversification appeals to many types of investors with 
different investment objectives:

Qualified Individuals: portfolio diversification

Wealth Managers: safe-guarded growth of capital

Family Offices: intergenerational planning

Pension Funds: meeting future cash flow requirements

Endowments and Foundations: long term capital appreciation

Asset Managers: portfolio enhancements

Investor  
protection:
+ Policies issued by investment-

grade insurance carriers;

+ Holding of life settlement 
policies in a third party trust 
structure;

+ Legally documented investor 
ownership of fractional interests;

+ Independent management of 
client monies by the Trustee/
Escrow Agent.
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WHO IS RELIANT LIFE SHARES?

Reliant Life Shares™ places the client 
first:

•  Fully compliant offerings available 
to Qualified California Investors

•  Trust structure for holding life 
settlement assets;

•  Escrow Controls in place for 
managing all client monies;

•  Complete asset transparency for 
informed investment decisions;

•  Online portfolio tools for easy 
portfolio management;

 

Reliant Life Shares distinguishes 
itself by proactively embracing the 
various regulatory requirements for 
life settlements that are established 
in California. Reliant ensures that 
investors are informed as to the 
benefits of the asset, as well as its 
risks and characteristics. Working only 
with properly licensed advisors, the 
investment objectives of the purchaser 
are paramount in every transaction.

Reliant firmly believes that life 
settlements provide rewards to both 
sellers of unwanted or unaffordable 
policies and the investors who invest 
in them. Helping a senior citizen 

realize value for unwanted insurance 
policies can generate funds for medical 
treatment, significant life events, or 
a better lifestyle in their retirement. 
Similarly, helping Qualified Investors add 
life settlement assets to their long-term 
portfolios can bring significant benefits, 
protect their investments from market 
risk and provide consistent long term 
capital appreciation.

By offering a uniquely-structured set of 
life settlement products with industry-
leading client services, Reliant Life Shares 
is positioned to become the market 
leader in fractional life settlements.

Reliant Life Shares, LLC was established to focus on distribution 
of life settlement assets to Qualified California Investors. The 
company was formed to leverage the extensive and broad 
experience of its principals in the life insurance industry. Reliant 
believes that the life settlement industry is set for dramatic 
growth as the asset class matures and investors become aware 
of the attributes. As the world’s economic climate continues to 
show great volatility, life settlement investments will provide a 
great alternative to safeguard assets from market risk.
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Life Shares™ Product
Placing life settlement policies inside a 
third party trust to protect and preserve 
the asset provides each client with 
security for their investment. Clients 
purchase beneficial interests of a life 
settlement trust. This investment is 
supported through comprehensive 
documentation:

i) Life Settlement Purchase 
Agreement with all required 
disclosures;

ii) A comprehensive policy case 
summary;

iii) Full life expectancy estimation 
reports (redacted as necessary);

iv) A return projection and cash 
flow summary under different 
scenarios; and

v) A record of health updates 
throughout the term of the 
policy

vi) Detailed Risk disclosure 
for investors in our Life 
Shares™product.

Portfolio approach
Reliant Life Shares makes it easy to build 
a portfolio of different life settlement 
policies and therefore benefit from the 
dynamics associated with a diversified 
mix of assets

Client support
Reliant Life Shares focuses on providing 
top quality service for our investors.  

Reliant provides ongoing reports that 
include account details and transactions, 
relevant policy information, health status 
updates, policy premium status updates 
and comprehensive portfolio summaries. 

Advisor support
Reliant Life Shares works with each 
advisor to build in-depth knowledge 
of the asset class, Reliant’s products 
and how life settlements fit into a 
long-term Portfolio Program. Ongoing 
product education and training ensures 
each advisor can provide the quality of 
client service that Reliant demands and 
clients expect. From the initial advisor 
engagement to compliance support, 
asset selection and purchase closing, 
every aspect has been automated and 
can be performed online.

Product innovation
Reliant promotes life settlements as a 
valuable part of any well-structured 

long-term investment portfolio, with 
extensive experience in constructing 
various life settlement products that meet 
specific client objectives.

Best-in-class partners
Working with leading providers in 
life insurance, policy acquisition and 
tracking, life expectancy underwriting, 
and trust and escrow services, Reliant 
Life Shares and its sales advisors seek to 
provide each client with personalized care 
as they embrace this exciting asset class.

THE RELIANT LIFE SHARES DIFFERENCE

Reliant Life Shares provides a 
holistic approach to investing 
in life settlements
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INDEPENDENT TRUST &  
ESCROW CONTROLS

1. Hold all client monies in separate 
escrow
The Trustee receives all investor funds 
into a subscription escrow account and 
upon direction from the investor places 
funds into each trust which holds the 
specific policy that the investor chooses 
to invest into. At this time, a percentage 
of each client's purchase funds are 
transferred into the respective trust's 
separate premium reserve account to pay 
for the policy's premiums through the 
end of the Premium Escrow Period. By 
using an independent and professional 
Trustee/Escrow Agent, client monies are 
only disbursed as directed in the purchase 
agreements. The Trustee/Escrow Agent 
releases funds for the purchase of the 
beneficial interests in the trusts selected 

by the client. Throughout the investment 
term, it also maintains the Premium 
Reserve Account for the timely payment 
of a policy’s premiums and servicing fees.

2. Independently verify the policy 
details
Critical to any purchase of a Life 
Share™ investment is verification that 
the beneficial ownership of the life 
settlement policy has been changed and 
properly recorded by the insurance carrier, 
ensuring that the proceeds at maturity 
will be distributed correctly.

3. Maintain custody of the client’s 
interests in Life Shares™ investments
Life Shares™ investments are fractional 
interests in a trust that holds the legal 
ownership of the policy and death 

Life Shares are structured to protect the client’s holdings 
from any external event through a trust structure, and the 
underlying life settlement policy itself is structured to protect 
the client’s investment because the policy’s eventual pay-out 
at maturity is guaranteed by the insurance carrier. As an added 
protection, Reliant Life Shares LLC has all client monies managed 
independently by a top-quality Escrow Agent. Its duties include:

benefit pay-out. The Trustee acts as a 
safe-keeper through management of 
those trust interests on behalf of each 
client.

4. Pay the policy premiums during the 
life expectancy period
To maintain a life settlement policy, 
the premiums must be paid in a timely 
fashion. The Trustee performs the task 
of ensuring all required payments during 
the premium escrow period are made so 
that the policy is not allowed to lapse. 
(After this period, it is the responsibility 
of the client to replenish the Premium 
Escrow Account, which is also managed 
by the Trustee, for their pro rata share 
of policy premiums as they come due, 
in accordance with the terms of the 
purchase agreement.)

5. Collect and distribute the death 
benefit claim
At maturity, Reliant Life Shares works 
with the Trustee to file a formal death 
claim with the insurance carrier. That 
death benefit is collected by the Trustee 
and distributed to the owners of the trust 
interests on a pro rata basis.
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U.S. life insurance carriers have survived a multitude of 
challenges throughout their history: wars, natural disasters, 
human tragedies, financial recessions and depressions, rampant 
inflation and crippling deflation. Today, these insurance 
companies have over $12 trillion face value of individual 
coverage in force. Every year approximately $2 trillion in new 
life insurance policies are issued and a staggering $1.4 trillion 
or approximately 88% of life insurance policies are lapsed or 
surrendered.

Of the various types of individual life insurance in force, those 
appropriate for life settlements are a fraction of the total Life 
Insurance in effect in the U.S. Attractive life settlement assets 
are universal life4 or convertible term life5 policies that have 
been in force over two years, and where 
the insured is a person typically over 70 
years of age with some form of medical 
impairment and possibly a sub-standard 
family history. Every year approximately 
$1.4 Trillion dollars of Life Insurance 
policies are lapsed without any pay-out 
due to abandonment or surrendered to 
the carrier for a small value agreed at 
the time of issuance. The life settlement 
marketplace is estimated to grow to over 
$160 billion within ten years. 

Identifying and purchasing attractive 
policies takes time and resources. 
No seller of a policy undertakes the 

SOURCES OF LIFE SETTLEMENTS

Reliant carefully selects policies that are 
appropriate for fractionalization, bringing an 
institutional asset class to the individual investor.

sale lightly; in addition to the policy documentation, the 
insured must provide medical records and access to ongoing 
monitoring of their health. When selling, the insured can obtain 
quotes from a variety of life settlement providers that are 
licensed in their state. In order to value the policy, the provider 
must obtain life expectancy estimates issued by professional 
firms specializing in this activity. Those same firms provide 
estimates for institutional buyers as well as the insurance 
carriers themselves. 

Growth of life settlements is based on the quality of the 
underlying assets. The U.S. Life Insurance industry is one 
of the most tightly regulated industries today. Each state is 
responsible for the structure of that regulation, and should any 
customer loss occur, that state’s reputation would be tarnished 
for all other insurance business. For this reason every state 
insurance commission ensures rigorous controls are placed on 
the issuance, maintenance and pay-out of insurance. Regardless 
of size, every life insurer enjoys the safeguards in place for the 

industry. Reliant purchases only insurance 
policies issued by investment-grade 
carriers who have a history of careful 
financial management.

By the time the policy is offered for 
sale to Reliant, a full due diligence has 
occurred on all aspects of the asset. 
Competing with institutional purchasers, 
Reliant is able to secure top-quality 
policies because of the operational 
efficiencies in place. The policy seller is 
happy to obtain an excellent price for 
their unwanted asset, and the investor 
is able to purchase that asset with an 
attractive projected return.

Life Settlements: 
Elements of Security
•  Insurance companies are tightly 

regulated by each state

•  A legal reserve is established for 
each insurance policy

•  A carrier’s obligations are its 
highest-ranked liability

•  Carriers can manage liabilities 
through re-insurers

•  Life settlement providers are 
regulated by each state

•  Life expectancy firms review the 
medical files of the insured

•  Each life settlement policy has 
full documentation in place

•  A competitive marketplace 
values each policy

4Universal life insurance policies are written 
to cover the entire life of the insured; they 
provide premium flexibility, and any excess 
premium contribution is held in a cash reserve 
that can be used to cover future obligations. 
Occasionally policies with investment features, 
such as whole life or variable universal 
life, may be attractive structures for life 
settlements.

5Convertible term policies are written 
to provide coverage for a set term; only 
those with suitable conversion terms into 
universal life policies are appropriate for life 
settlements.
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Liquidity Risk.  
As with any asset, the issue of liquidity is fundamental to 
deciding how much to commit to a portfolio of life settlement 
products. Purchasing a whole or fractional interest in a life 
settlement policy directly means that funds are committed until 
that insurance policy matures. There is no established tertiary 
market in the asset.

Clients should not, under any circumstances, commit funds 
that they cannot afford to leave in the program for several 
years. Clients should think of this as a forced savings plan that 
is “untouchable” until it has accomplished the long-term goals 
set out for it.

Life Extension Risk.  
A principal factor in the value of any life settlement is its 
projected maturity date, which is approximated using various 
life expectancy estimates provided by leading estimation firms. 
Those estimates are determined on the underlying health 
characteristics of the insured life using medical evaluations and 
actuarial analyses of a similar population group. 

Despite these tools, every life expectancy is based on a set of 
probabilities and proprietary methodologies and is therefore 
uncertain. In a given set of circumstances, any one individual 

may live longer or shorter than any particular estimate derived 
from the analysis.

For these reasons Reliant strongly encourages clients to 
purchase positions in as many different life settlement policies 
as possible when constructing their portfolio of life settlement 
assets. This broad exposure helps to balance the various 
outcomes, where the late maturity of one position is likely 
offset by the early maturity of another.

Taxation.  
Reliant Life Shares believes that a transaction of this nature 
could be considered a transfer for value and therefore will be 
taxable at some point, according to the tax situation of the 
holder. It is up to the client to determine if taxes are due in 
the tax jurisdiction(s) where they are a tax subject. Reliant Life 
Shares is not an accounting firm, nor is it competent to give 
tax advice; this document should not be relied upon as tax 
advice. The client should discuss this purchase with their own 
tax advisor.

6These selected risks are characteristic of Life Shares™  
brand investments and the life settlements asset class;  
a full discussion of risks to consider is provided in the  
official offering documents.

KEY CONSIDERATIONS IN 
PURCHASING LIFE SHARES™ INVESTMENTS6
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FREQ
U

EN
TLY ASKED

 Q
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ESTIO
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S

1 How is Reliant Life Shares product different from other life settlement 
products?

 Life Shares™ investments provide a unique level of client protection and 
asset transparency. All policies are held in trust to provide protection from 
bankruptcy or operational issues of any service provider, including Reliant Life 
Shares.

2 How are life settlements different from other assets? 

 Life settlements are uncorrelated to any other asset class; they provide some 
measure of capital protection via pay-out guarantees from investment-grade 
insurance companies which have issued the policies; and they offer a uniquely 
attractive risk-return profile. Reliant believes that life settlements are an 
excellent complement to most long-term investment portfolio objectives, and 
our Life Shares™ branded product in particular enhances these benefits.

3 What are the main risks of Life Settlements?

 The key determinants of a life settlement asset’s performance are the 
uncertainty of when the life settlement policy maturity will occur and the 
lapse of a policy if premium payments are not maintained. A detailed list of 
risks is provided in the offering documents.

4 What is the likelihood that a Life Settlement policy will exceed the life 
expectancy estimate?

 It is almost certain that an insurance policy will mature either before or 
after any projected maturity date. Advances in medicine, improved lifestyle 
and changed medical circumstances are just three factors that can alter the 
lifespan of any person, either improving their prospects or diminishing them. 
An investment in a Life Shares™ life settlement portfolio should be considered 
carefully as they are illiquid, the underlying life settlement policy is also 
illiquid, and the owner may be required to make additional premium payments 
after the policy’s Premium Escrow Account is depleted.

5 What kind of returns can be expected?

 Historically, the life settlements asset class has provided exceptional returns if 
held to maturity. Various studies have shown that portfolios of life settlements 
have achieved returns in excess of 12%. Although Reliant Life Shares™ cannot 
guarantee actual portfolio performance and returns; the annualized return 
target for a diversified portfolio of Life Shares™ life settlements can exceed 10-
12%, depending on its composition.

6 What is required to purchase fractional interests in Life Settlements?

 A Qualified Investor must acknowledge an understanding of the Reliant 
Life Shares offering documents and complete i) a Confidential Purchaser 
Suitability Questionnaire, ii) a Subscription Escrow Agreement, and iii) a Life 
Settlement Purchase Agreement. Upon acceptance by Reliant Life Shares, the 
client can purchase a selection of Life Shares™ life settlement policies that are 
appropriate for the client’s long-term investment objectives.
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Example of 
Life Shares™ Product 
Documentation:
POLICY CASE 
SUMMARY
Case Summary: a summary of the life settlement 
policy including information on the life insurance 
carrier which issued the policy, a summary of the 
medical impairments for the insured person, the 
premium reserve period and the amount of total 
premium reserves to be escrowed for the policy 
as well as the estimated returns projected for the 
individual policy

Example of  
Life Shares™ Product 

Documentation:
CERTIFICATE 

OF PURCHASE
Life Share Investment Purchase Certificate:  

certified ownership of specific beneficial 
interest in a trust holding one or more life 
settlement insurance policies issued by the 

Trustee of the trust.

 

 

Reliant Life Shares Case Summary™ 
Confidential Investor Policy  

Lincoln Financial Group 
Policy #: DC0249 

THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL DOCUMENT FOR EXPRESS USE BY RELIANT LIFE SHARES INVESTORS AND LICENSEES 
ONLY. THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS CONFIDENTIAL MEDICAL INFORMATION. ANY DISSEMINATION OR USE OF 
THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS EXPRESSLY PROHIBITED UNDER CALIFORNIA LAW WITH THE 
EXCEPTION OF DISSEMINATION OF WHICH IS NECESSARY TO EFFECT THE SALE OF THIS POLICY. 

Carrier’s Information 
Carrier: Lincoln Life Policy #: LP5580249 
Carrier Rating: A.M. Best: A++ (Superior) Policy Issue Date: 06/27/2007 
Policy Type: Universal Life Death Benefit: $10,000,000 
Annual Premiums:  $425,000 Date Premiums Due: Annually on 06/27 
    

Insured’s Information 
Age: 81 (age nearest) Life Expectancy 3.8 Years (46 months) 
DOB: 12/31/34 Date of Life Expectancy 08/24/2015 
Gender: Male LE Laboratory  Convergence 

 
Summary of Medical Condition 

 
Insured is an obese 81-year-old (age nearest) male nonsmoker and per his medical records he seems to 
be in poor medical health. The significant medical problems involving health include a history of chronic 
low back pain, chronic neck pain, sciatica, corneal endothelial dystrophy, vitreous degeneration, dry eye 
syndrome, refractive error, gout, osteopenia, chronic kidney disease stage III, hypertension, low HDL 
cholesterol, impaired glucose tolerance, morbid obesity, hearing loss, parathyroid adenoma, probable 
Fuchs dystrophy, tubular adenoma, Barrett’s esophagus, secondary hyperparathyroidism, parathyroid 
adenoma status post resection, cataracts, history of abdominal pain and ileus in 2008, and arthralgia of 
hip. The factors outlined above were considered with regard to the mortality implications and the insured 
may die before or may live after the time indicated. Family History shows father died at 67 of esophageal 
cancer.  Social History show occasional alcohol use. 
 
    

Premium Payments and Return Schedule 

Total Premiums Due: 

Upon full subscription of this policy, premium reserves in the amount of 
$1,516,706 will be deposited in the Premium Reserve Escrow Account 
controlled by UMB Bank.  This amount will be used to pay premiums until   
June 23, 2019, at which time the Premium Reserve Escrow will be exhausted. 

 

Return Schedule 

 
Reliant Life Shares determines the total fixed return to each Investor for each 
Interest Purchased based on an assumed 12% annual rate of return from the 
Investor’s contract date through the expiration of the Premium Reserve Escrow 
Period. 
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Example of Life Shares™ Product Documentation:
FULL LIFE EXPECTANCY ESTIMATES  

Life Expectancy Estimate: 
a complete report 
(redacted as required) of 
all relevant professional 
estimates provided by 
leading life expectancy 
providers
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Purchase Process
1.  From the offering documents, the 

client completes the:

a)  Client Suitability Questionnaire, which 
establishes the suitability of the client 
for purchase of Life Shares™;

b)  Life Settlement Purchase Agreement, 
which outlines the terms of the 
purchase and contains a list of risks 
to consider prior to any purchase and 
identifies the sources of funds; and

c)  Subscription Agreement, which 
describes the asset parameters that the 
client is considering.

2.  The Trustee acts on behalf of the 
client to:

a) Establish the client’s Purchase and 
Premium Escrow Accounts;

Example of Life Share Documentation:
RETURN PROJECTIONS &  
CASH FLOW SUMMARY

Return 
Projections: 

the return 
profile of a 

life settlement 
policy’s 

estimated 
returns over 

different 
longevities

Client Maintenance
Reliant Life Shares LLC provides the following for each Life Share holding:

1. Policy documents:  life settlement policy “Case Summary”; relevant life 
expectancy reports (redacted); “Return Projections and Cash Flow Summary”.

2. Regular statements: providing details and updates on the policies selected.

3. Ongoing updates: on the health and status of the insured life.

4. Annual “Verification of Coverage” from the insurance carrier.

5. Notifications of additional premium obligations (if required).

6. At each maturity, suitable new policies are provided for consideration.

3. Following a purchase, Reliant issues:

a) the client “Welcome Letter” 
confirming the funds received;

b) the confirmation of purchases and 
asset-specific documents; and

c) a complete closing package with all 
of the details of assets purchased and 
copies of the certificate(s) issued by 
the trustee

b) Receive the client purchase funds and 
record the purchaser’s allocations;

c) Issue the certificate of beneficial 
interest for each trust purchased

d) Disburse premium payments 
punctually; and

e) Distribute funds as directed by the 
client at each maturity.

PROJECTIONS FOR POLICY - DC0249

Death Benefit Investment Amount
Ownership 
Percentage

Death Benefit 
Owned

Life Expectancy 
(in years)

Escrowed 
Premiums per 
this investor

Gain on 
Investment @ 

Life Expectancy
Total Return 
Percentage

Premiums 
Reserved starting 

8/24/15

Premium 
Reserve 

Remaining      
(in months)

1st Premiums 
Call Date (If 
Necessary)

$10,000,000 $100,000 1.360% $136,000 3.8 $20,627 $36,000 36% $1,516,706 36 6/23/2019

Insured dob: 12/31/1934

Insured age (nearest) 79 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

81
Premium Year 1 Premium Year 2 Premium Year 3 Premium Call 

Year 4
Premium Call 

Year 5
Premium Call 

Year 6
Premium Call 

Year 7
Premium Call 

Year 8
Premium Call 

Year 9
Premium Call 

Year 10
313,926$           370,142$           426,130$           494,660$           564,577$           644,408$           672,064$           712,864$           772,701$           833,468$           

PROJECTED RETURN ON INVESTMENT
8/24/2016 8/24/2017 8/24/2018 8/24/2019 8/24/2020 8/24/2021 8/24/2022 8/24/2023 8/24/2024 8/24/2025

Date Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Current Date: 7/2016 Initial Investment ($100,000) ($100,000) ($100,000) ($100,000) ($100,000) ($100,000) ($100,000) ($100,000) ($100,000) ($100,000)

$136,000 $136,000 $136,000 $136,000 $136,000 $136,000 $136,000 $136,000 $136,000 $136,000 

$16,358 $11,324 $5,529 ($1,199) ($8,877) ($17,641) ($26,781) ($36,476) ($46,985) ($58,320)

Cash Inflow to Investor $136,000 $136,000 $136,000 $134,801 $127,123 $118,359 $109,219 $99,524 $89,015 $77,680 
$36,000 $36,000 $36,000 $34,801 $27,123 $18,359 $9,219 ($476) ($10,985) ($22,320)

36.00% 18.00% 12.00% 8.70% 5.42% 3.06% 1.32% -0.06% -1.22% -2.23%

Life Expectancy Data
LE #1- 45 mo
LE #2- 46  mo LE #3- mo SS -101 mo LE #3- 115 mo

Anticipated 
Maturity 6/23/19

LE Date 8/24/15

THIS ASSUMPTION SHEET IS VALID FOR THE MONTH OF JULY 2016 ONLY!

Year Ending Date

The 3 Life Expectancy Reports (LE) cited above were provided to Reliant at the time of purchase. This data is reflected, in months, 4 rows above titled "Life Expectancy Data".
For a full copy of any LE report, please contact your advisor and Reliant will disclose this data in addition to the case summary.

Premium reserves start on 8/24/15.  Pro Rata premium calls shown in any particular year are cumulative, hence the amount due in each year is likely substantially lower than the cumulative 
number shown.   

This sample sheet assumes an estimate $100,000 investment.  Please note that each investor's actual investment amount will be reflected in the investor documents.

Investor Death Benefit

MINUS Cumulative Premium Call

Gain on Investment

Return on investment (ROI)

The estimated premium call calculations noted above are based on policy illustrations provided  by the respective insurance carriers as of July 15, 2015, along with Trust and policy tracking 
costs. Since the illustrated premiums are not guaranteed by the insurance carrier, they cannot be relied upon to be 100% accurate.   Reliant Life Shares believes the illustrated premiums and 
third party professional insurance actuary generated figures to be reliable and calculated based on current industry standards; however, we cannot guarantee them because they are based on 
specific carrier & policy performance over future years. 
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NOW IS THE TIME TO DISCOVER 
THE LIFE SHARES™ BRAND,  

A BETTER WAY TO INVEST INTO 
LIFE SETTLEMENTS
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION 
OF RELIANT LIFE SHARES
 

Please contact your financial advisor to discuss  
how a Life Shares™ investment can contribute to  
your overall personal and financial goals.

This brochure was produced in October 2015 by Reliant Life Shares, LLC, which asserts a copyright over all materials contained herein. It is 
provided for the personal use of the recipient. No part of this brochure may be copied, loaned, used or otherwise disclosed without the prior 
written consent of Reliant Life Shares, LLC.
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This brochure is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident outside of California or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction 
where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation. All material presented in this report, unless specifically indicated otherwise, is under copyright to Reliant Life 
Shares, LLC. None of the material, nor its content, nor any copy of it, may be altered in any way, transmitted to, copied or distributed to any other party, without the prior express written permission of 
Reliant Life Shares, LLC. All trademarks, service marks and logos used in this report are trademarks or service marks or registered trademarks or service marks of Reliant Life Shares, LLC or its affiliates. The 
information, tools and material presented in this brochure are provided for information purposes only and are not to be used or considered as an offer or the solicitation of an offer to sell or to buy or 
subscribe for securities or other financial instruments. Reliant Life Shares has not taken any steps to ensure that the securities referred to in this report are suitable for any particular investor. Reliant will not 
treat recipients as its customers by virtue of their receiving the report. The investments or services contained or referred to in this report may not be suitable for a particular reader and it is recommended that 
any investor consult an independent investment advisor if there is any doubt about such investments or investment services. Nothing in this report constitutes investment, legal, accounting or tax advice or a 
representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate to individual circumstances or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation.  Reliant Life Shares, LLC does not offer advice on the 
tax consequences of investment and readers are advised to contact an independent tax adviser. Please note in particular that the bases and levels of taxation may change. 

Past performance should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of future performance, and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made regarding future performance. Information, opinions 
and estimates contained in this report reflect a judgment at its original date of publication by Reliant Life Shares, LLC and are subject to change without notice. Life Expectancy estimates will never be 100% 
accurate and they are no guarantee that the insured person will pass on or before the given period of time.  They are simply and actuarial estimate of a pool of similar lives and the length of time given is the 
50th median percentile of the mortality curve on the pool of similar lives.

Life Settlements and any other investments typically involve a degree of risk and are intended for sale only to qualified investors who are capable of understanding and assuming the risks involved. Investments 
in Reliant’s Life Shares ™ product are illiquid and must be held to maturity to receive the face value of the policies purchased. Investors should fully understand that future premiums after the each policies 
premium reserve escrow is exhausted may be required.  Investors should also understand that any future premium or Cost of Insurance estimates are estimates only and the exact amount of premium/COI may 
differ depending on the insurance carrier.   Policies not held to maturity will likely result in the loss of investment principal. Any investor interested in purchasing fractional life settlements should conduct their 
own investigation and analysis of the product and consult with their own professional advisers as to the risks involved in making such a purchase. 

NOTES
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“Reliant Life Shares seeks to be the 
preeminent provider of life settlement 
products through a client-centered 
structure of the asset and a fully 
compliant approach to all regulatory 
requirements. Working with properly 
authorized advisors, Reliant Life Shares 
ensures that its products are attractive 
for long-term portfolios of Qualified 

California Investors.”   

Reliant Life Shares, LLC
15260 Ventura Boulevard

Suite 1420
Sherman Oaks, CA  91403
Telephone (818) 788-1904
Facsimile (818) 788-1911

www.ReliantLifeShares.com
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RELIANT LIFE SHARES™

Bringing Institutional Profitability 
to Individual Investors




